
Wireless vertical mouse Havit MS550GT 800-1600 DPI (black) Ref: 6939119019419
Wireless vertical mouse Havit MS550GT 800-1600 DPI (black)

Ergonomic mouse
The MS550GT wireless mouse with vertical orientation is designed for comfortable use. Combined with incredible speed, it allows you to
work efficiently and comfortably.
 
Individual speed
Customizing the mouse to your needs is extremely easy - the sensitivity adjustment button is located on the device and allows you to
choose from three resolution levels: 800, 1200 or 1600 DPI.
 
Reliable connection
The 2.4 GHZ wireless technology allows for stable use without worrying about connection interruptions. In addition, the connection to the
computer is resistant to any interference within a range of 10 meters, which allows for uninterrupted operation in any environment.
 
Comfortable
The  ergonomic  shape  is  the  biggest  advantage  of  the  MS550GT.  The  vertical  position  of  the  mouse  allows  a  comfortable  and  natural
hand  position,  and  thus  eliminates  wrist  fatigue  during  prolonged  work.  Using  this  type  of  mouse  on  a  daily  basis  allows  to  avoid
unpleasant health consequences associated with too long work with a computer, such as carpal tunnel.
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Easy web surfing
The mouse is equipped with additional buttons that make surfing the web easier. Placed close to your fingers they allow you to quickly
switch between tabs or pages, but also to use zoom in and out functions.
 
	Brand
	Havit
	Model
	MS550GT
	Mouse type
	Universal
	Connectivity
	Wireless (2.4 GHz)
	Sensor
	Optical
	Resolution
	800-1200-1600 DPI
	Number of buttons
	6
	Scroll wheel
	yes
	Profile
	Right-handed
	Color
	Black
	Length
	123 mm
	Width
	85 mm
	Height
	64 mm
	Power
	2 x AAA batteries
	Warranty
	12 months

Preço:

€ 9.00

Acessórios para computadores, Mouse, Keyboards
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